Sex and Property
G. K. CHESTERTON

N THE dull, dusty, stale, stiff-jointed, and lumbering
language, to which most modem discussion is
limited, it is necessary to say that there is at this moment the same fashionable fallacy about Sex and about
Property. In the older and freer language, in which
men could both speak and sing, it is truer to say that
the same evil spirit has blasted the two great powers
that make the poetry of life; the Love of Woman and
the Love of the Land. It is important to observe, to
start with, that these two things were closely connected so long as humanity was human, even when it
was heathen. Nay, they were still closely connected,
even when it was a decadent heathenism. But even the
stink of decaying heathenism has not been so bad as
the stink of decaying Christianity. Corruptio optimi
pessimum.
For instance, there were throughout antiquity, both
in its first stage and its last, modes of idolatry and
imagery of which Christian men can hardly speak.
"Let them not be so much as named among you."
Men wallowed in the mere sexuality of a mythology of
sex; they organised prostitution like priesthood, for
the service of their temples; they made pornography
their only poetry; they paraded emblems that turned
even architecture into a sort of cold and colossal exhibitionism. Many learned books have been written of
all these phallic cults; and anybody can go to them for
the details, for all I care. But what interests me is this.
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In one way all this ancient sin was infinitely superior, immeasurably superior, to the modern sin. All
those who write of it at least agree on one fact; that
it was the cult of Fruitfulness. It was very often interwoven, very closely, with the cult of the fruitfulness
of the land. It was at least on the side of Nature. It was
at least on the side of Life. It has been left to the last
Christians, or rather to the first Christians fully committed to blaspheming and denying Christianity, to
invent a new kind of worship of Sex, which is not even
a worship of Life. It has been left to the very latest
Modernists to proclaim an erotic religion which at
once exalts lust and forbids fertility. The new Paganism literally merits the reproach of Swinburne, when
mourning for the old Paganism: "and rears not the
bountiful token and spreads not the fatherly feast".
The new priests abolish the fatherhood and keep the
feast—to themselves. They are worse than Swinburne's
Pagans. The priests of Priapus and Cotytto go into the
kingdom of heaven before them.
Now it is not unnatural that this unnatural separation, between sex and fruitfulness, which even the
Pagans would have thought a perversion, has been
accompanied with a similar separation and perversion
about the nature of the love of the land. In both departments there is precisely the same fallacy; which
it is quite possible to state precisely. The reason why
our contemporary countrymen do not understand
what we mean by Property is that they only think of
it in the sense of Money; in the sense of salary; in the
sense of something which is immediately consumed,
enjoyed, and expended; something which gives momentary pleasure and disappears. They do not under-
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Stand that we mean by Property something that includes that pleasure incidentally; but begins and ends
with something far more grand and worthy and creative. The man who makes an orchard where there has
been a field, who owns the orchard and decides to
whom it shall descend, does also enjoy the taste of
apples; and let us hope, also, the taste of cider. But he
is doing something very much grander, and ultimately
more gratifying, than merely eating an apple. He is
imposing his will upon the world in the manner of the
charter given him by the will of God; he is asserting
that his soul is his own, and does not belong to the
Orchard Survey Department, or the Chief Trust in
the apple trade. But he is also doing something which
was implicit in all the most ancient religions of the
earth; in those great panoramas of pageantry and
ritual that followed the order of the seasons in China
or Babylonia; he is worshipping the fruitfulness of
the world. Now the notion of narrowing property to
merely enjoying money is exactly like the notion of
narrowing love to merely enjoying sex. In both cases
an incidental, isolated, servile, and even secretive
pleasure is substituted for participation in a great creative process; even in the everlasting Creation of the
world.
The two sinister things can be seen side by side in
the system of Bolshevist Russia; for Communism is
the only complete and logical worldng model of Capitalism. The sins are there a system which are everywhere else a sort of repeated blunder. From the first,
it is admitted, the whole system was directed towards
encouraging or driving the worker to spend his wages;
to have nothing left on the next pay day; to enjoy
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everything and consume everything and efface everything; in short, to shudder at the thought of only one
crime; the creative crime of thrift. It was a tame extravagance; a sort of disciplined dissipation; a meek and
submissive prodigality. For the moment the slave left
off drinking all his wages, the moment he began to
hoard or hide any property, he would be saving up
something which might ultimately purchase his liberty.
He might begin to count for something in the State;
that is, he might become less of a slave and more of a
citizen. Morally considered, there has been nothing
quite so unspeakably mean as this Bolshevist generosity. But it will be noted that exactly the same spirit
and tone pervades the manner of dealing with the
other matter. Sex also is to come to the slave merely
as a pleasure; that it may never be a power. He is to
know as little as possible, or at least to think as little
as possible, of the pleasure as anything else except a
pleasure; to think or know nothing of where it comes
from or where it will go to, when once the soiled object has passed through his own hands. He is not to
trouble about its origin in the purposes of God or its
sequel in the posterity of man. In every department
he is not a possessor, but only a consumer; even if it
be of the first elements of life and fire in so far as they
are consumable; he is to have no notion of the sort of
Burning Bush that burns and is not consumed. For that
bush only grows on the soil, on the real land where
human beings can behold it; and the spot on which
they stand is holy ground. Thus there is an exact
parallel between the two modem moral, or immoral,
ideas of social reform. The world has forgotten simultaneously that the making of a Farm is something
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much larger than the making of a profit, or even a product, in the sense of Hking the taste of beetroot sugar;
and that the founding of a Family is something much
larger than sex in the limited sense of current literature; which was anticipated in one bleak and blinding
flash in a single line of George Meredith: "And eat our
pot of honey on the grave."
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H E N R I MASSIS

HE intellectual activity of men today is wholly
taken up with the realm of the contingent: hence
the commanding place which history, criticism, and
scholarship have gradually come to assume, even to the
exclusion of genuine thought. But in this fluid and
uncertain world of contingence, studied without principles, we can find none of the essentiality, the definiteness, which our spirit craves. It is a world that
favours pure individualism in matters of doctrine, the
breeding of the most contradictory and subjective
opinions. In this world "historicism" might be said to
be the natural attitude. It is stamped, that is to say,
with the peculiar error of the modern world: the belief that in rearing the structure of science the contingent is alone sufficient. I shall endeavour to show that
this is not sufficient for this purpose unless it is moved
and ordered by the light derived from some intellectual truth; in the last analysis, from the necessary and
universal first principles of reason.
Renan, overcome by the weight of mere things, was
forced at last to this confession of impotence: "Historical science—little sciences of guess-work that collapse as fast as they are built, and will be forgotten in
a hundred years!" The same thing can be said of other
sciences to the extent that they are affected by "historicism", in the shape of relativism or evolutionism;
they come to us lacking consistency in just those aspects that are most intellectual, that is to say in their
principles and in their theories. In this respect they
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